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Abstract

Family and community medicine is a specialty dedicated to primary care, the cornerstone of effective health systems. Research capacity in primary care varies worldwide, and bibliographic databases such as MEDLINE, Scopus and Web of Science do not index most primary care research coming from Latin America. Our objective was to investigate the research themes of family and community physicians in Brazil, and to correlate the articles’ research themes with their authors’ trajectories in postgraduate education. For that, we compiled a national list of family and community physicians, retrieved their curricula from the Lattes Platform, compiled a list of journal articles, and obtained their keywords from LILACS and MEDLINE. Treating journal articles and their keywords as the two node types in a bipartite network, we derived research themes using the dual-projection algorithm, combining the Leiden algorithm with hierarchical clustering. We found two research themes to be the largest, most developed, and most central ones: human health and primary care. Authors with a master’s or PhD in collective health (public health, epidemiology, and social sciences and humanities in health) were as likely as those with no postgraduate degree to publish articles on primary care. On the other hand, authors with a postgraduate degree in medicine were more likely to publish articles on human health. After discussing the findings in light of previous research and methodological aspects, we conclude there’s a relative divide between primary care and clinical research, and the highlight policy implications.
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**Introduction**

Family and community physicians, also called family doctors or general practitioners, provide comprehensive, patient-centered healthcare to individuals of all age groups, regardless of the affected organs (including mental health) (Arya et al. 2017; Freeman and McWhinney 2016; Gupta et al. 2021; Romano 2008). They became a separate specialty during the second half of the 20\(^{th}\) century, with the increased recognition of primary health care as a cornerstone of effective health systems (Bonet 2014; Ceitlin 2006; Falk 2004; Freeman and McWhinney 2016; Gupta et al. 2021; Pires-Alves and Paiva 2021; Ponka et al. 2015; Rodrigues 2007). In primary health care, patients are enrolled in healthcare services where they have timely access to comprehensive healthcare (Starfield et al. 2005).

Because different stakeholders emphasize different aspects of primary health care, the expression “primary care” is often preferred for the more clinical aspects (Gupta et al. 2021; Muldoon et al. 2006; Ponka et al. 2015). Here, though, we use both terms interchangeably.

Primary care research embraces diverse research methods and paradigms, and encourages collaboration with disciplines such as public health and behavioral science (Freeman 2012; Goodyear-Smith et al. 2016; McWhinney 1996). Besides clinical practice, primary care research comprises research in health services, health systems, medical education, and research methodology (Beasley et al. 2004, 2007). Four decades ago, English-language journals of family and community medicine published more research about primary care than in primary care (Freeman 2012), and two decades ago McWhinney (2001a, 2001b) lamented family and community physicians did little clinical research. Since then, primary care research acquired a clinical focus – at least, in Western countries. Looking on the most-often cited papers in English-language journals, Freeman (2012) derived six research themes: clinical issues, epidemiology in family practice, patient experiences, research methods, physician issues, and conceptual. More recently, López-Torres Hidalgo (2014, 2020) surveyed primary care research in Spain, and found that two-thirds of it focused on clinical aspects.

Historically, research capacity in primary care follows the academic presence of family and community medicine, which in turn follows its recognition as a medical specialty (Beasley et al. 2004; Goodyear-Smith and Mash 2016). To this day, there is wide international variation in the research capacity of family and community medicine. In the UK and the Netherlands, for example, most primary care is provided by family and community physicians, and most or all universities have departments dedicated to primary care (van der Zee et al. 2003). These countries happen to be some of the top performers in primary care research (Glanville et al. 2011). In many countries, though, family and community medicine is still struggling for recognition (Arya et al. 2017), and primary care research is inexpressive.

Brazil is an intermediate case. Together with China, India and South Africa, the country is home to a large share of the world’s population, and is committed to strengthening primary health care, even though it is not quite there yet (Mash et al. 2015). In Brazil, family and community medicine is formally recognized as a medical specialty, and there is an increasing number of medical residency programs, but most medical providers in primary care are
not family and community physicians (Mash et al. 2015). Furthermore, neither family and community medicine, nor primary health care is officially recognized as a distinct research area for the purposes of funding research or assessing postgraduate programs (masters' and doctorates) (Wenceslau et al. 2020). As a consequence, most family and community physicians in Brazil earn their postgraduate degrees in collective health (Fontenelle et al. 2020), a discipline in Latin America comprising public health, epidemiology, and humanities and social sciences in health (Osmo and Schraiber 2015; Vieira-da-Silva and Pinell 2014). Family and community physicians in Brazil also publish predominantly in collective health journals (Fontenelle, Oliveira, et al. 2021), or “public health” journals, as the US National Library of Medicine categorizes them.

As in other developing countries (Domínguez et al. 2016; Escobar et al. 2018; Ortega et al. 2016; Sparks and Gupta 2004), primary care research in Brazil has been hindered by low access to funding and postgraduate education, and obstacles to practice-based research. As a consequence, primary care research in Brazil has been described as low-volume, low quality, of little consequence, relying too much on descriptive studies, and being published in Portuguese in journals not even indexed in LILACS, the Latin American and Caribbean Health Sciences Literature database (Almeida et al. 2016; Harzheim et al. 2005).

This dire situation might be changing, though. MacAulley (2011) argues “Brazilians have the potential to be future leaders in primary care”, based on the scale and youth of the Brazilian Conference on Family and Community Medicine. Scale and youth indeed: in late 2018, half the family and community physicians in Brazil had entered the specialty in the preceding 10 years (Fontenelle et al. 2020). Furthermore, Brazilian family and community physicians increasingly publish in journals from other countries, suggesting their research is increasingly of international relevance (Fontenelle, Oliveira, et al. 2021).

Studying the making of science in developing countries such as Brazil might complement previous studies focusing on developed countries. Indeed, Brazil has been described as representative of, and a leader in, Latin America (Glänzel et al. 2006). Furthermore, the health sciences have been found to be the one of the largest research areas in Brazil, and one of the most internationalized ones (Barata et al. 2014), while having bibliometric indicators similar to the national average of all research areas (Grácio and Oliveira 2014).

Such large-scale studies necessarily rely on international databases such as Scopus and the Web of Science. However, even though Brazilian journals are increasingly indexed in such databases (Leta et al. 2013), progress is heterogeneous. As we write this paper, there are no journals from Latin America in the “primary health care” category of Web of Science, the “family practice” subject area of Scopus, or the “primary health care” broad subject term of MEDLINE (except for one internal medicine journal from Colombia).

In other words, family and community medicine in Latin America is poorly represented in large-scale studies of scientific publication. Fortunately, Brazil’s Lattes Platform provides an excellent data source (Lane 2010). Created in 1999, it is the Brazilian information system on science, technology and innovation. Curricula in the Lattes Platform must be kept reasonably complete and up to date, because they are used for decisions on research funding and on recruitment, promotion and tenure. Furthermore, these curricula must be
reasonably honest because they are publicly available, and researchers are accountable for the information they provide. Indeed, the Lattes Platform has been used in previous scientometric research (Leite et al. 2011; Mena-Chalco et al. 2014; Sidone et al. 2016).

In this research paper, we make use of the Lattes Platform to investigate the research themes of family and community physicians in Brazil, and correlate these themes with their authors’ trajectories in postgraduate education.

**Methods**

This was an exploratory study, using administrative data from multiple sources, as part of the *Trajetórias MFC* project (Fontenelle et al. 2020; Fontenelle, Oliveira, et al. 2021). The project was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of Universidade Vila Velha (report n. 3.033.911). The anonymized dataset is open (Fontenelle, Rossi, et al. 2021b), and the underlying datasets are available upon request (Fontenelle et al. 2019; Fontenelle, Rossi, et al. 2021a).

**Data sources**

In Brazil, there are two ways for a physician to be recognized as a specialist: to conclude postgraduate training in the specialty (medical residency) or to pass a certification exam. Accordingly, a nationwide list of family and community physicians as of late 2018 was compiled from two data sources, as described in Fontenelle et al. (2020): the information system for medical residency (SisCNRM) and a list of certified physicians, provided by the Brazilian Society of Family and Community Medicine (*Sociedade Brasileira de Medicina de Família e Comunidade*, SBMFC). The physicians’ genders were inferred from their first name, using data from the 2010 Brazilian Census. Data on their *stricto sensu* postgraduate education (masters’ and doctorates) were obtained from their curricula in the Lattes Platform and the Sucupira Platform, which is the Brazilian information system on postgraduate programs (Siqueira 2019).

The list of journal articles published by the family and community physicians was obtained in August 2019 from their curricula in the Lattes Platform, as described in Fontenelle et al. (2021). After identifying them in the curricula, we looked the journal articles up in Cross-Ref, MEDLINE (through PubMed) and LILACS (through Pan-American Health Organization’s Virtual Health Library [VHL]), during late 2019 through early 2020. Furthermore, we looked journals up in the catalog of the US National Library of Medicine (NLM), and settled any doubts by looking up in the ISSN International Center ROAD (Directory of Open Access scholarly Resources) and the VHL Serials in Health Sciences (SeCS). The data were verified for internal inconsistencies throughout the entire process, often resulting in the deletion of a duplicated entry or a minor adjustment of citation data, but we defaulted to trusting our data sources.

**Measures**

Unless otherwise specified, all results refer to articles published during or after the year of specialization in family and community medicine. For physicians with both a medical resi-
ency and certification, we considered the earliest of the two years. For descriptive purposes, publication dates were grouped in five-year periods, with the first period having an unbounded beginning (any year, up to 1998). Physicians were considered female when their first name had ≥ 50% probability of belonging to a woman, and male otherwise. We categorized the knowledge area of the postgraduate degrees (masters’ and PhDs) as “none” (no postgraduate degree, or no degree yet), “medicine”, “collective health” and “other”.

Articles were weighted by harmonic counting of authorship, with the last author receiving equal weight as the first one (Hagen 2008). Harmonic counting weights authorship according to the author’s position in the byline, and closely fits authorship credit perceived by peers (Hagen 2010, 2013). In our study, articles weighted less than 1 if not all authors were family and community physicians. If an author specialized only after publishing an article, we did not count this as an authorship by a family and community physician.

The articles’ subject was described using the US NLM’s Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) (Rogers 1963), for articles found in MEDLINE, or Health Sciences Descriptors (DeCS), for articles found in LILACS. DeCS is a superset of MeSH, with the addition of contextually relevant subject headings. We opted for DeCS when an article was indexed in both MEDLINE and LILACS, and excluded articles not indexed in either. In this paper, we use “headings”, “descriptors” and “keywords” interchangeably.

Data analysis

We analyzed our data as an undirected bipartite network, with articles and keywords being the two node types, and edges being the occurrence of keywords in articles. For each article, the weight of the edges to the corresponding keywords was the inverse of the number of keywords. As a consequence, each article had a strength centrality (Barrat et al. 2004) of 1. The weight of the keywords was the weight of their edges, multiplied by the weight of the corresponding articles (as in Measures), then summed. As a consequence, the sum of the keyword weights was the same as the sum of the article weights.

The articles and keywords were clustered into research themes using the dual-projection algorithm (Arthur 2020; Everett and Borgatti 2013; Melamed 2014). The first step of the algorithm consists in obtaining a “top” (keyword co-occurrence) and a “bottom” (articles as nodes, shared keywords as edges) projection of the bipartite network. As in Cobo (2011), we normalized these projections so that the resulting edge weights did not depend anymore on the frequency of the corresponding keywords or articles. In our case, the edges were normalized with an improved version of the association strength (Steijn 2021). The association strength has an expected value of 1 (Eck and Waltman 2009; Steijn 2021), while the equivalence index used in Cobo (2011) has a maximum value of 1.

The second step consists in independently clustering the top and the bottom projections. Here we opted for the Leiden algorithm (Traag et al. 2019), while Arthur (2020) used the Louvain algorithm (Blondel et al. 2008), Melamed (2014) used the walktrap algorithm (Pons and Latapy 2006) and Everett and Borgatti (2013) used the singular value decom-
position (Trefethen and Bau III 1997). The resolution parameter of the Leiden algorithm was tuned to provide a reasonable number of reasonably-sizes clusters.

The third and final step of the dual-projection algorithm consists of creating an aggregate bipartite network from the two sets of clusters (the top and bottom ones) and then running this aggregate network through hierarchical clustering. Following Newman (2004), the hierarchical clustering algorithm chose edges for removal by dividing the unweighted edge betweenness by the edge weights. For consistency with the choice of the Leiden algorithm over the Louvain one, the optimal cut of the hierarchical clustering was decided by optimizing the constant Potts model (Traag et al. 2011) of the bipartite network, instead of optimizing the modularity (Newman and Girvan 2004). The resolution parameter was tuned by inspecting the dendrogram of the hierarchical clustering, not the contents of the clusters.

The resulting research themes were named after the most frequent keyword (that is, that with the largest weight). Had we named our themes after the keywords with higher strength centrality as Cobo et al. (2011), the resulting names would clash with subject-matter expertise because our algorithm, contrary to theirs, preserves edges with large weights between rare keywords. We also used weighted frequency to select representative keywords for inclusion in co-occurrence diagrams representing the scholarly output as a whole as well as for each of the three main themes. The number of keywords in such diagrams was based on clarity of visualization.

To describe the research themes, we used the centrality and density of their keyword co-occurrence representations (Callon et al. 1991; Cobo et al. 2011), as well as the weighted number of articles. The themes’ centrality was calculated as the sum of the edges between them and other themes, and indicates their relevance to the overall scholarly output. The themes’ density was calculated as the sum of its internal edges divided by the number of keywords, and indicates their internal cohesion or development. The centrality index was divided by 100, and the density index was multiplied by 100. The research themes were also graphically described using a strategic map (Callon et al. 1991; Cobo et al. 2011), which plots the themes as bubbles with the scaled centrality and density indexes as the axes and the weighted number of articles as the bubble size.

We also described the physicians’ trajectories in postgraduate education leading to each of the largest research themes, as well as to the total scholarly output. For that purpose, we tabulated the weighted frequency of articles by knowledge area (none, medicine, collective health, other) and level (none, master’s, PhD) of the latest postgraduate degree, as well as by the physicians’ gender and mode of specialization (medical residency or certification).

1 Cobo et al. (2011) refer to this density index as “Callon’s density”, citing Callon et al. (1991). However, the density index as described in Callon et al. (1991) matches more closely the usual network density index: summing the edge weights and dividing by the number of possible edges: k \times (k-1), where k is the number of keywords. On the other hand, the dual-projection algorithm can yield arbitrarily large clusters, and articles can’t have an arbitrarily large number of keywords (say, many tens or hundreds). This would introduce a negative correlation between size and density of the research themes. Hence, we opted for density index put forward by Cobo et al. (2011).
We also tabulated the five-year periods of publication, to describe the time trends in publication volume.

Network analyses were conducted with packages igraph (Csardi and Nepusz 2006), development version 1.2.8, and Matrix, version 1.3-4, for the R language and environment for statistical computing, version 4.1.2, with OpenBLAS, version 0.3.15. The network diagrams were laid out with the Fruchterman and Reingold (1991) algorithm (as implemented by the igraph package), and plotted with the ggplot2 3.3.5 (Wickham 2016) and ggrepel 0.9.1 packages for R. The color of the research themes was chosen from the colorblind-friendly palette suggested by Okabe and Ito (2002). We wrote our own implementation of the hierarchical clustering algorithm and constant Potts model to fit the bipartite nature of our data. Our code is openly available (Fontenelle 2021).

**Results**

As of late 2018, Brazil had 6238 family and community physicians, of which 4065 (65.2%) had a curriculum in the Lattes Platform and 1111 (17.8%) had 4918 unique articles (1635.1 articles, weighting by authorship). Disregarding articles published before specialization, 636 (10.2%) family and community physicians had 3154 unique articles (1100.0 articles, with weighting). Further disregarding articles without keywords in MEDLINE (MeSH) or LILACS (DeCS), 432 physicians had 1904 unique articles (577.5 articles, with weighting). We further excluded one article which did not share its keywords with any other article, resulting in 1903 unique articles and 3222 unique keywords, both amounting to 576.5 with authorship weighting.

Family and community physicians accounted for 30.3% of the articles’ authorship, with coauthors presumably being colleagues in training or from other countries, specialties or professions. There were 8.8 keywords per article, on average. Figure 1 displays the co-occurrence between the most common keywords, amounting to half the weighted frequency.
The clustering algorithm detected 268 research themes, of which only 14 included at least two unique articles and two unique keywords (Suppl. Table 1). Three research themes included 85.5% of the articles:

1. **Humans** was the largest theme, with 271.1 (47.0%) articles and 242.7 (41.1%) keywords. The most common keywords (Suppl. Figure 1) described characteristics of human populations (e.g., humans, female, aged), study design (e.g., prevalence, surveys and questionnaires, retrospective studies) and clinical conditions (e.g., cardiovascular diseases, chronic diseases, HIV infections), among others (e.g., socioeconomic factors, psychotherapy, reproducibility of results).

2. **Primary health care** was the second largest theme, with 194.5 (33.7%) articles and 226.0 (39.2%) keywords. The most common keywords (Suppl. Figure 2) described primary care (e.g., primary health care, family practice, Family Health Strategy), public health (e.g., Unified Health System, public health, health promotion), medical education (e.g., medical education, internship and residency, curriculum), study methods (qualitative research) and geography (Brazil).
3. *Animals* was the third largest theme, with 27.2 (4.7%) articles and 31.5 (5.5%) keywords. The most common keywords (Suppl. Figure 3) described animals used in preclinical research (eg animals, rats, Winstar rats), clinical conditions (eg mental health, Chagas disease, complex regional pain syndrome), morphology, physiology or pathology (eg blood glucose, oxidative stress, *Trypanosoma cruzi*) or therapy (eg psychoanalysis, homeopathy, physical education).

The average article in the *humans* research theme was 27.3% authored by family and community physicians (Suppl. Table 1). This is about the overall average (30.3%), while lower than in the *primary health care* theme (45.2%) and higher than in the *animals* theme (17.4%).

Articles in both the *humans* (10.4) and the *animals* (12.4) research themes had more keywords than the overall average (Suppl. Table 1). On the other hand, articles in the *primary health care* theme had only 5.5 keywords on average.

The three largest research themes were also the most central ones, with *primary health care* and *animals* being more strongly connected to *humans* than among themselves (Figure 2). *Humans* and *primary health care* were the most developed (dense) themes, while *animals* was less developed than some of the smaller themes.
The number of articles increased over the time periods (Figure 3, Suppl. Table 2). Before 2004, research themes primary health care and animals were even smaller in comparison to humans, and the smaller themes didn’t even show up. Throughout the next time periods, smaller themes started being published, and the three largest themes converged to centrality and density indexes (Figure 3) similar to those of the total time frame (Figure 2). Primary health care saw the largest increase from years 1999–2003 to years 2009–2013, both in relative and absolute numbers (Suppl. Table 2).
Male family and community physicians accounted for most of the authorship overall (64.2%) and in research themes humans (64.7%) and primary health care (68.9%), but not in animals (39.3%) (Suppl. Table 2). Likewise, physicians with a medical residency accounted for most of authorship overall (70.6%), with the proportion ranging from 74.0% in humans to 57.0% in animals.

Family and community physicians with a stricto sensu (master’s or PhD) degree in medicine or collective health accounted for two thirds of the authorship (Figure 4; Suppl. Table 2). Most authors in the humans research theme had a master’s or PhD in medicine (40.7%) but for the primary health care theme it was usually collective health (41.2%) and for animals it was usually other knowledge area (45.0%).
Figure 4 – Alluvial plot of the weighted number of articles published by family and community physicians in Brazil, by knowledge area of the postgraduate degree and research theme of the article.

Looking at the same numbers in another way, family and community physicians with a stricto sensu postgraduate degree in medicine usually authored articles in the humans research theme (110.4 out of 179.2). Meanwhile, the humans and the primary health care themes received equal attention from those with a degree in collective health (81.7 and 80.2, out of 191.3) or no degree (39.9 and 37.9, out of 97.7).

With regard to the level of the postgraduate degree, family and community physicians with a PhD accounted for most of the articles overall (51.2%) and in research themes humans (57.4%) and animals (78.4%) (Suppl. Table 2). In the primary health care theme, physicians with a PhD accounted for a similar proportion (39.1%) as those with a master’s (41.4%). Authors with a PhD were twice as likely to publish in the humans research theme as in the primary health care one, while those with a master’s or no postgraduate degree published equally in both themes.

Looking at these numbers in another way, family and community physicians with a PhD were twice as likely to publish articles in the humans research theme (155.6 out of 296.0) as in the primary health care (76.1). Meanwhile, those with a master’s published equally in the humans (75.6 articles out of 183.9) and primary health care (80.6) themes, as did those with no stricto sensu postgraduate degree.
**Discussion**

**Summary of findings**

Among family and community physicians in Brazil, the most common research themes were human health (*humans*) and primary care (*primary health care*), followed by preclinical studies in non-human animals (*animals*). Keywords on health conditions clustered mostly in the *humans* and *animals* themes, while keywords on health services, health systems and medical education clustered in the *primary health care* theme. These three main themes were those more connected to other themes through keyword co-occurrence; and *humans* and *primary health care* were the most developed ones, in terms of internal density of keyword co-occurrence. Over the years, *primary health care* saw the largest increase in size, and perhaps also in centrality and development. Looking at the author’s postgraduate trajectories, articles in the *primary health care* theme were much more likely to be authored by family and community physicians with a master’s or PhD in collective health.

**Strengths and weaknesses**

Some methodological aspects should be considered when interpreting the research themes. One aspect is our choice of data sources. The Lattes Platform is a well-established data source for studying the scholarly output of Brazilian researchers (Lane 2010; Leite et al. 2011; Mena-Chalco et al. 2014; Sidone et al. 2016), and active researchers can be expected to keep their publications list up to date. Starting from a national list of (potential) authors, instead of university departments or selected journals, allowed us to examine what are family and community physicians actually studying, and to correlate their output with their postgraduate trajectories. On the other hand, our data lacks any primary care research not done by Brazilian family and community physicians.

Obtaining our metadata from MEDLINE and, most importantly, LILACS allowed the inclusion of articles from all 14 journals publishing most of the articles by family and community physicians in Brazil (Fontenelle, Oliveira, et al. 2021). (One journal, *Revista AMRIGS*, stopped being index by LILACS in 2017.) In MEDLINE and LILACS both, librarians index journal articles following essentially the same methodology. Unfortunately, this approach made it impossible for us to separate original articles from editorials, opinion pieces and other non-research article types. Thus, our results relate more closely to scholarly output as a whole than to only the research output.

Another methodological aspect is the choice of clustering algorithm. For example, the size of research themes varied widely in our study but was homogeneous in Callon et al. (1991) and in Cobo et al. (2011). Furthermore, different research themes could have been derived from the same data by using different algorithms. In previous iterations of our methods, the *primary health care* theme remained consistent but the *humans* and *animals* themes varied in size and coherence.

Analyzing the data as a bipartite network, instead of concentrating on the keyword co-occurrence, allowed us to correlate the research themes with the postgraduate trajectories,
and generally discarded less information even about the research themes themselves. Our choice of the dual-projection algorithm was heavily influenced by Arthur (2020), who concluded that applying the Louvain algorithm to the bipartite network was a reasonable but inferior alternative to applying it to both projections and then combining the result with hierarchical clustering (i.e., the dual-projection algorithm). At the same time, we chose the Leiden algorithm over the Louvain one because of the advantages described by Traag et al. (2019).

Our choice of algorithm was not without disadvantages, though. Besides the necessity of custom code, the implemented approach is computationally intensive enough to be impractical outside research projects, and applying the algorithm separately for each time period would require finely tuning the resolution parameter again and again. Meanwhile, the leidenalg package for Python can directly apply the Leiden algorithm to bipartite networks without user-written functions, in a fraction of the time, and possibly using the overall resolution parameter for the individual time periods. We hope methodological researchers will compare the dual-projection to the direct Leiden algorithm for bipartite networks in the context of research themes, so that perhaps future research similar to ours can be more easily done.

Finally, another methodological aspect is the choice of the resolution parameter. Using a different value would result in a different number of research themes, splitting the humans theme in multiple sub-themes or merging it with primary health care. The interesting feature is not the number or size of the themes, but where lies the division between them.

**Interpretation**

The humans research theme includes clinical research but also studies with a more epidemiological perspective. The difference between clinical and epidemiological research is often fuzzy: clinicians will do epidemiological research with clinical implications in mind, and most of the country’s primary care is community-based, so that practice-based research can be nearly population-based. This fuzziness might explain why humans is the largest research theme even though family and community physicians publish mostly in collective health journals (Fontenelle, Oliveira, et al. 2021).

It is telling that clinical research was found to be closer to epidemiological than to primary care research. The primary health care theme had no health conditions among its top keywords (at least up to two thirds of theme), as depicted in Suppl. Fig 2. This suggests family and community physicians in Brazil publish research on management, policy and medical education in primary care, as well as primary care as a concept, but little of their clinical research is specific to primary care. The lower average number of unique keywords per article in the primary health care theme seems to reflect this lack of clinical research in primary care.

The correlation between postgraduate trajectories and research themes deserves closer examination. Firstly, while only 2.7% of family and community physicians in Brazil hold a PhD degree (Fontenelle et al. 2020), they accounted for half the published articles. This finding emphasizes the role of stricto sensu postgraduate education (master’s and PhD
courses) for research capacity in Brazil, and the possible consequences of family and community medicine or primary health care not being recognized as a knowledge area. All of the few postgraduate programs dedicated to primary health care are inside the “collective health” knowledge area, which might explain the disconnect between primary care and health conditions in the research themes. Furthermore, these programs conferred only master’s degrees until now, and their purpose is to qualify health professionals more for the health system than for academia (that is, they are professional stricto sensu postgraduate programs).

Secondly, while most family and community physicians in Brazil earn their stricto sensu postgraduate degrees in collective health (Fontenelle et al. 2020), those with a degree in medicine authored just as many articles. This is (at least in part) because medicine is almost as common as collective health for PhD degrees, and master’s degrees in collective health are less likely than those in medicine to be directed towards academia (Fontenelle et al. 2020).

Thirdly, family and community physicians with a stricto sensu postgraduate degree in collective health publish in the same themes as those with no postgraduate degree. This is in contrast with those with a degree in medicine publishing relatively more in the humans and less in the primary health care theme. This suggests earning a master’s or PhD degree in collective health allows these authors to keep their previous research interests, while earning a degree in medicine allows them to explore new research interests. Wenceslau et al. (2020) have proposed a decentralized professional master’s program in family and community medicine, as a specialty within medicine. If the proposal moves forward, it will be interesting to examine how the research themes of its alumni will compare to those of alumni of other postgraduate programs.

Fourthly, it doesn’t seem to matter whether the physicians specialized through medical residency or through certification (based on clinical experience, curriculum, and a test). Specialization through certification was just as common among family and community physicians as whole (Fontenelle et al. 2020) as among article authors. Although authors with certification were somewhat more common in the primary health care research theme, this can be explained by certification being available only since 2004, which happens to be when the national specialty journal (Revista Brasileira de Medicina de Família e Comunidade – RBMFC) was first published. In 2004–2008, family and community physicians in Brazil started publishing mostly in primary care journals (Fontenelle, Oliveira, et al. 2021), and published in the primary health care research theme thirteen times as much as in 1999–2003.

Finally, while most family and community physicians in Brazil are women (57%) (Fontenelle et al. 2020), most articles were published by men (64%). This authorship gap is even larger than the gap found in the top 3 family and community medicine journals from the United States (Jabbarpour et al. 2020). One explanation is that men have been more likely than women to obtain a master’s (adjusted odds ratio, 1.24) or PhD (1.86) degree (Fontenelle et al. 2020). Furthermore, whatever is holding women from pursuing stricto sensu postgraduate degrees might be holding them from performing research and publish-
ing articles. As discussed in Fontenelle et al. (2020), this phenomenon seems to be more acute among family and community physicians than in the Brazilian society as a whole, and should be better understood.

Throughout the study period, there was not only an increase in the overall volume, as is often the case, but also changes in the research themes’ share of the scholarly output. There was a conspicuous increase in the volume of the primary health care research theme when SBMFC launched its journal, RBMFC, underlining the role of national specialty journals for strengthening research capacity. Contrary to the situation depicted by Harzheim et al. (2005), RBMFC is currently indexed in LILACS, another step for academic family medicine in Brazil. Unfortunately, RBMFC is not yet indexed in MEDLINE, a problem it shares with other family and community journals publishing non-English content (Mendis and Solangaarachchi 2005).

**Policy implications**

The relative disconnect between primary care and clinical research in the scholarly output of family and community physicians suggests stakeholders need to promote the conduct of clinical research in the primary care setting. One way of doing so would be having primary care as a research line in medical *stricto sensu* postgraduate programs, or even having one or more programs dedicated to family and community medicine, as proposed by Wenceslau et al. (2020). However, the viability of such research lines or postgraduate programs might depend on changing how the government evaluates such programs. Currently, the evaluation of *stricto sensu* postgraduate programs depends heavily on citation metrics of the journals were the programs’ students and supervisors publish their research. Primary care research is usually more applied than the average biomedical research, resulting in a citation disadvantage (Donner and Schmoch 2020; Peleg and Shvartzman 2006) which might reflect negatively in the evaluation of medical postgraduate programs dedicated to primary care.

Another way of promoting clinical research in primary care would be taking steps to secure adequate funding. Primary care research funding is problematic worldwide, with primary care research being worse-funded than other clinical research (Goodyear-Smith and Mash 2016). The problem is made worse when there’s no funding line dedicated to primary care, as in the US National Institutes of Health (NIH): even though the NIH is the main source of research funding for university departments of family medicine in the US (Weidner et al. 2019), less than 1% of the projects funded by the NIH are primary care research (Westfall et al. 2021). In the Brazilian context, recognizing primary care or family and community medicine as a knowledge area would enable research funding agencies to dedicate part of their grants to clinical research in primary care.

Finally, another way would be fostering the creation of practice-based research networks (PBRNs) (L. W. Green 2008; Huas et al. 2019). Such networks allow academia to recruit patients and primary care practices for their research, and allow primary care practices to participate in the prioritization of research projects for real-world impact (Mold and Peterson 2005). While PBRNs have sometimes relied on volunteerism, the buy-in from societies
and funding agencies is important for consolidating and scaling up (L. A. Green and Hickner 2006). In example, hiring practice facilitators is valuable for binding a PBRN together (Nagykaldi et al. 2006), as primary care providers and academics are often overwhelmed by clinical and teaching responsibilities (Brocato and Mavis 2005; Goodyear-Smith et al. 2016). Many of the good practices proposed for PBRNs (Dolor et al. 2015), also depend on some level of funding.

In the Brazilian context, the fragmentation of primary care management might be an obstacle to the implementation of PBRNs. Academia might have to negotiate with centralized provision programs such as Mais Médicos (More Doctors) and Médicos pelo Brasil (Doctors for Brazil), as well as its state-level equivalents, if large-scale PRBNs are to be feasible.
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